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Abstract

The Learning Analytics Report Card (LARC) is a pilot system which takes time-series data from a student’s course-related activity in a Virtual Learning Environment and generates automatic textual summaries in real time. Students are able to generate reports as often as they like, and to choose which aspects of their behaviour are included in each report. As well as rating a student’s scores against set standards, the generated texts make comparisons with the individual student’s previous behaviour from the same course, and with the average scores of their student cohort. In addition, we carry out sentiment analysis on the student’s forum posts, and generate a summary using quantifiers. We report some student reactions to initial trials of the system.

1 Introduction

The Learning Analytics Report Card (LARC) project was an interdisciplinary pilot project at the University of Edinburgh involving researchers in Education and Computational Linguistics, as well as Information Services. Its overall aim was to raise students’ critical awareness of the ways in which learning analytics (Ferguson, 2012) can intervene in and mediate educational activity. The project explored the analysis and presentation through Natural Language Generation (NLG) of data from the Moodle Virtual Learning Environment¹, which students were using as part of a Distance Learning course.

Student involvement was incorporated at all stages of the project. The design, development, and testing phases of LARC were informed by formal student representation, motivated by a general concern for ethical practices in data collection. Students can experience learning analytics applied to them as individuals as “snooping” (Parr, 2014), and the LARC project aimed to avoid this by giving students a chance to interact with their data. The students taking part in the pilot project were studying either “Understanding Learning in the Online Environment” or “Digital Futures for Learning” and were asked to provide feedback about the LARC system. We intended that some of the generated texts would be controversial, and would provoke strong reactions from students, to cause them to consider aspects of data interpretation and ownership.

2 Related Work

Previous research has investigated the use of NLG techniques to generate reports from time-series data in a number of different domains (Sripada et al., 2003b). These include medical data summarization in the BabyTalk Project, providing decision support in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (Gatt et al., 2009; Hunter et al., 2011), and weather forecasts in SUMTIME-MOUSAM (Sripada et al., 2003a).

There are also a number of systems which have analysed data from Virtual Learning Environments, presenting it to the students themselves or to their institutions (Gаševиć et al., 2015), and global companies such as Civitas² and Knewton³ offer large-scale data analytics solutions to educational institutions and publishers. However, there are only a few

¹https://moodle.org
²https://www.civitaslearning.com/
³https://www.knewton.com/approach/platform
systems which have made use of NLG in presenting their data.

The SkillSum project generated reports for adult students taking a basic skills test designed to check their basic numeracy and literary skills (Reiter et al., 2006; Williams and Reiter, 2008). It generated reports which used language tailored to the reading ability of the students, informing them whether or not their skill levels were suited to adult education courses in which they were interested. Our system deals with different sorts of data, and provides a more general report, rather than giving tailored advice on course choice.

The research of Gkatzia et al (2013) relates most closely to the LARC project - they generated reports based on time-series data from student lecture attendance and weekly questionnaires, and used reinforcement learning informed by the lecturers’ method of providing feedback to choose the content to be contained in the report. They also compared students to their own past behaviours and to the student cohort. Our work differs from theirs in the nature of the data – the LARC data was all automatically gathered from the Moodle platform – and in the fact that we allow the students rather than the software to choose what should be presented. In addition, our pilot system was entirely rule-based. We also performed sentiment analysis on student forum posts, and to our knowledge are the first to have presented the results of this analysis using NLG.

Your attendance has in general been excellent but this week you logged on less often than usual. You have mostly been very engaged with the course content and this week you seemed more interested in the topic than usual. You have usually been extremely social during the course but this week you interacted less with others than usual. Most of your forum posts were neutral in tone, some were positive, and none were negative. You are fairly concerned what others in the class think about you. You are in the middle third of students for social interaction and engagement, but the highest third of students for attendance.

3 User Interface

The LARC interface consists of a web form, accessible to students when they log in through a secure system. The interface is shown in Figure 1. The students used check boxes to select one or more of the five themes presented (described in Section 4), and the week for which they would like their report to be generated. They could generate a report as often as they wanted, and if they wished, they could at any time generate a report for a previous week. The data used to generate the LARC reports was automatically downloaded once a day from the Moodle server into an SQL database, which was then accessed and analysed by the NLG software in order to construct a report.

4 Report Themes

We chose five report themes, and values were set by the course lecturer in order to quantify the student’s performance. For attendance (weekly login frequency), engagement (clicks on course pages) and social (accesses of the course discussion forum), (Table 1). For personal, we counted a student’s posts to the course’s “Introductions” forum and clicks by others on their profile. For performance we compared the student’s performance to the average of the student cohort (Section 5.2). In addition, we generated a summary of sentiment analysis carried out on the student’s posts to the discussion forum (Section 5.3).

5 Report Generation and Contents

The report consisted of a short paragraph on each of the selected themes, generated in real-time by a
Java-based system with custom templates. Figure 2 shows a sample report.

5.1 Individual Comparisons

For the attendance, engagement and social themes, the student’s scores for the week selected were compared to their average scores up to that point, and a sentence containing a comparison between the two was generated. The clause describing the student’s general performance expresses the value judgments as described in Section 4, and in the generated texts the weekly score is compared to the previous average using Rhetorical Structure Theory similarity and contrast relations (Mann and Thompson, 1998) (Table 2). If the scores are identical, no comparison is included. A contrast relation is expressed by the conjunction “but” and a similarity relation by “and”. For example, if the student’s average attendance was 12 (good, +), and the current week 18 (higher, +), the generated sentence would be “Your attendance has in general been good, and this week you logged on more than usual” whereas if the average engagement was 120 (excellent +) and the current week 80 (lower, -) we would generate “You have mostly been very engaged with the course content but this week you seemed less interested in the topic than usual”.

5.2 Cohort Comparisons

If a student selected the performance theme, we generated a sentence comparing their average performance to their course cohort. We included comparisons on attendance, engagement and social if any had been selected, or an average of all three if not.

We calculated the student’s position within the cohort, and assigned them to the bottom, middle, or top third for each chosen theme. If more than one theme was chosen, we aggregated all of the matching positions, and combined the dissimilar ones with similarity or contrast relations, as in the following example “You are in the highest third of students for attendance and engagement, but the lowest third for social interaction.”

5.3 Sentiment Analysis

To enable us to include a summary of the sentiments expressed in the students’ forum posts, we experimented with two sentiment analysis packages. The first, part of the Stanford CoreNLP tools (Manning et al., 2014), comes with a model trained on movie review texts, which did not transfer well to our domain. Since we did not have any annotated data with which to train our own model, we used the rule-based Pattern system, (De Smedt and Daelemans, 2012) which generalized more successfully. We obtained sentiment subjectivity and polarity ratings for each blog post, which ranged between 1 and 0. For each post, we considered the sentiment to be neutral unless the subjectivity and polarity were both greater than .2. These levels were set after initial testing and are an aspect which we would hope to refine in future versions of the system (Section 7).

5.4 Quantifiers

There is a large body of research on the theory and use of quantifiers (Moxey and Sanford, 1986; Bos and Nissim, 2006; Lappin, 2000), and Varges and van Deemter (2005) give a theoretical handling of generation, but we are not aware of existing systems which actually generate quantifiers. We based our algorithm on recent research which investigated which quantifiers human subjects found acceptable when presented with an image of a bowl containing different numbers of blue and green candies (Yildirim et al., 2013; Yildirim et al., 2016). They found a high degree of individual variation and overlap but general consensus on some areas, having analysed human subjects’ classification of “naturalness” for five quantifiers, and based on their results, we used the quantifiers shown in Table 3 to describe the results of our sentiment analysis (Section 5.3). For example, if a student made 20 blog posts, of which 13 (65%) were positive, 5 (25%) neutral and 2 (10%) negative the output would be “Many of your blog posts were positive, some were neutral and few...”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>poor</th>
<th>adequate</th>
<th>good</th>
<th>excellent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attendance</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;15</td>
<td>&gt;=15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement</td>
<td>&lt;10</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>&lt;100</td>
<td>&gt;=100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social</td>
<td>&lt;4</td>
<td>&lt;8</td>
<td>&lt;12</td>
<td>&gt;=12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Report Theme Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This Week vs Previous</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>higher (+)</th>
<th>lower (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>poor (-)</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adequate (-)</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td>similarity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good (+)</td>
<td>similarity</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excellent (+)</td>
<td>similarity</td>
<td>contrast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Individual Comparisons
were negative”.

5.5 Filler Sentences
If the student did not select all of the themes, filler sentences were added so that all reports would be of similar length. Each theme has a set of four sentences for each level of performance, so that if a single theme is selected, there will still be five sentences in the report. These sentences give general guidance, for example “attendance is key to achieving your aims on the course, and this an area you could improve upon” and “engaging with course content demonstrates your participation in the course, and you are showing yourself to be highly active”.

6 Initial Student Reactions
Student feedback was given throughout the duration of the course, and as a result some changes were made before the trial ended, while others will be considered in future. This feedback is anecdotal and cannot be considered an evaluation, but we were informed by some comments and changed the structure of the output accordingly. Some feedback was positive, but we have concentrated here on comments which raised issues for us.

The initial version of the system presented only the average behaviour of the students over all of the preceding weeks, and therefore there was often no change in a student’s report from one week to the next if their behaviour had remained consistent. We therefore introduced comparisons with the current week, to make it clear that the data was being analysed on a weekly basis.

Some students wanted to see the numbers underlying the generated sentences, so at the end of the pilot we introduced a data summary at the bottom of the report. We intend to present this in a more user-friendly format, and integrate it with potential future graphical representations.

One student commented that “As a student, I like friendly feedback” and wanted to see more “human language” for example encouraging comments such as “well done”. Several students mentioned their worries about the ethics of learning analytics, with comments such as “We should adopt an ethical approach when extracting conclusions from analytical reports: they should be reviewed with caution” and one quotes EDUCAUSE\(^4\) (a non-profit association whose stated mission is to “advance higher education through the use of information technology”), saying “Even then the best evaluative algorithms can result in misclassifications and misleading patterns, in part because such programs are based on inferences about what different sorts of data might mean relative to student success”.

7 Future Work
As LARC was a pilot project, we did not have the time or resources for all of the development that we would have liked to carry out. We would like to add several functionalities to the system:

- Allow the students to choose from multiple report styles or personalities, which could be more encouraging, or more critical.
- Investigate more alternative sentiment analysis packages, and potentially allow the students to compare the outputs on their forum posts.
- Add graphical elements to the report. We would like to accompany the texts with visualizations such as circle graphs or heat maps in order to give a different view over the data.

We would also like to carry out formal user evaluations on various aspects of the generated texts:

- How the students rate the generated texts compared to a fixed baseline, and handwritten reports
- The use of the various quantifiers in describing the sentiment of forum posts
- The use of the contrast/similarity comparisons and the ordering of the various types of data within them

Finally and most importantly, we would like to continue our work to ensure that students understand how their data are used, and are happy with the resulting analyses.

---

\(^4\)http://www.educause.edu
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